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Abstract
A new methodology termed as equivalent nanocircuit (EN) theory is briefly introduced,
and its recent important progress in designing meta-material devices with peculiar
characteristics in optical or infrared frequency domain is reviewed. Three representative
EN-based designs of infrared window meta-materials, such as Butterworth filter, metal-
insulator-metal absorber and design-simplified TCO-based super-flat absorber, are
demonstrated. All these progresses clearly indicate that the EN theory provides an
inspiring advancement on the way of designing more complicated meta-devices.
Keywords: meta-material, metatronics, nanocircuit theory, surface plasmon polariton
1. Introduction
The functionalities of plasmonic nanodevices are dependent on their artificial structure param-
eters that usually are smartly engineered. To introduce convenient and feasible methods based
on new paradigms to guide, the structure design is eagerly demanded. In the radio or micro-
wave frequency domains, lumped circuit elements, e.g. resistors (R), inductors (L) and capacitors
(C), can be effectively and flexibly used as blocks for designing complicated micro-electronic
devices, and the conventional circuit theory is widely and successfully adopted. One question
naturally arises: can such a circuit theory, along with its accompanying mathematical machinery,
be extended and applied to the design of plasmonic nanostructures working at the optical
domain?
Within this context, in this chapter, a new methodology, ‘equivalent nanocircuit (EN) theory’ is
briefly introduced, and its representative applications in designing plasmonic devices with
peculiar characteristics in optical or infrared frequency domains are enumerated. First, to start
with the short introduction of the basis of ‘metatronics', the analogy between micro-electronic
lumped circuit elements (R, L, C) and optical nanocircuit elements (nanoparticles, nano-
antennas, nanogratings and optical meta-surfaces) is established. Second, the method describing
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how to use the above optical nanocircuit elements to construct a single-layer or multiple-layer
complicated meta-material structure is proposed and thus the ‘metatronics’ concept moves
forward to the multi-order circuit theory. Finally, three representative applications of multi-
order EN theory to design infrared window meta-materials are demonstrated: (1) a synthesis
procedure for designing a third-order Butterworth filter is proposed; (2) a metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) ultra-broadband absorber is successfully designed in the infrared range; (3) with the
transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) semiconductor materials as building blocks, a design-
simplified broadband super-flat perfect infrared absorber is realized.
2. Metatronics and optical nanocircuit
2.1. ‘Metatronics': meta-material-inspired optical circuitry
Optical meta-material bridges the gap between the conventional optics and the nanoworld,
which gives rise to a diversity of surprising and profound effects fully appreciated and techno-
logically explored in recent years [1–3]. The electromagnetic property of meta-materials is
dependent on their specifically and smartly engineered artificial structures. To explore new
design methodology is eagerly demanded. Historically, in electronics, basic functionalities are
synthesized by ‘lumped’ circuit elements, such as resistors, inductors, capacitors and transistors,
and more complicated operations can be realized by combining them into a complicated circuit
in some specific serial or parallel ways. Now, great interests in pushing classic circuit operation
to infrared or visible optical frequency range have boomed in order to achieve an optical
analogy [4–7]. Generally, just simply reducing the basic unit size of circuit to the micrometre
(µm) or nanometre (nm) level would be technically difficult to achieve the above goals.
The first challenge arises in the state-of-the-art nanoscale fabrication technique is its inevitable
difficulty to achieve deeply sub-wavelength dimension becoming serious. The second chal-
lenge lies in material dispersion which is sometimes vital. As we know that metals such as
gold, silver, aluminium and copper are highly conductive materials at RF and microwaves,
commonly used in conventional circuits. However, at optical frequency, these metals would
behave differently, and they exhibit plasmonic resonance instead of the usual conductivity, i.e.
the coupling of optical signals with collective oscillation of conductive electrons at these metal
surfaces is dominant where the real part of permittivity is negative. In other words, at optical
wavelengths, the conduction current is no longer the dominant current circulating through
lumped optical elements. Therefore, the traditional circuit theory and the corresponding meth-
odology for micro-electronics lose their functionality in optical frequency domain.
In 2007, Engheta et al. have made an important breakthrough and first proposed the concept of
‘metatronics’ [6] which bridges the gap between low frequency circuitry design and high
frequency nanodevice design. In their opinions, it is possible to realize the performance of
lumped-circuit-like elements at optical frequency just by properly designing and suitably
arranging plasmonic or/and non-plasmonic nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 1. The theoret-
ical framework of ‘metatronics’ is very simple and is based on one Maxwell equation
∇H ¼ Jc þ ðiωDÞ, and this equation has two terms on its right-side: one is the conduction
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current Jc ¼ σE and the other is the displacement current Jd ¼ iωD. As mentioned above, the
material dispersion plays a crucial role at optical wavelength, and the conduction current
(originally dominant at low-frequency) is no longer dominant. Instead, the electric displace-
ment current can be taken as the ‘flowing optical current'. With the left of displacement
current, the next and most important step is to re-build the formulas to calculate the ‘lumped
impedance’ of nanoparticles as for an optical circuit.
2.2. Optical lumped elements
Based on the above ‘metatronic’ concept, the optical impedance (an intrinsic parameter) of
nanoparticles is similar to the electrical counterpart (Z=V/I) [8], which is independent of the
surrounding environments. As sketched in Figure 2, two isolated sub-wavelength nanospheres
(radius R) with complex permittivity ε are immersed in homogenous space (with permittivity
ε0 being real) and illuminated uniformly by a vertical electric field E0. Because of small enough
size of nanoparticles (with respect to the central wavelength of illuminating field), the scattered
electromagnetic (EM) fields in the vicinity of nanospheres and the total fields inside it can be
obtained under suitable approximations by means of the well-known time-harmonic and
quasi-static approach [9]. If integrating the flux of displacement current Jd across the sphere
induced by the scattered electric field, one can get the ‘total’displacement current as,
Iimp ¼ Isph þ Ifringe ¼ iωðε ε0ÞpiR
2jE0j, (1)
Isph ¼ iωεpiR
2ðε ε0ÞjE0j=ðε 2ε0Þ, (2)
Ifringe ¼ iωε02piR
2ðε ε0ÞjE0j=ðεþ 2ε0Þ: (3)
Figure 1. Analogy between sub-wavelength nanoparticles and conventional lumped nanocircuit elements at optical fre-
quency domain. Here, one nanoparticle can take a different role when the sign of its complex permittivity ε is different. If
combined in a specific way, different nanoparticles can possess some defined functionalities (adapted fromRef. [6], Figure 1).
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Here, as shown at the bottom of Figure 2, Iimp is the ‘impressed’ displacement current, Isph is
displacement current circulating in nanospheres and Ifringe is displacement current for the
fringe (dipolar) field. Such currents are all related to the polarization charges at the surface of
nanospheres induced by light source and all can be intuitively interpreted as branch currents
at nodes in a parallel circuit.
The ‘average’ potential difference between the upper and lower hemi-spherical surfaces of the
sphere is given by
〈V〉sph ¼ 〈V〉fringe ¼ Rðε ε0ÞjE0j=ðε 2ε0Þ (4)
Thus, after having obtained the ratio between the potential difference (Eq. 4) and the effective
current evaluated from Eq. (2) or (3), one can, respectively, get the equivalent impedance for
the ‘nanosphere’ or the ‘fringe’ branch of the circuit as
Zsph ¼ ðiωεpiRÞ
1, Zfringe ¼ ðiω2piRε0Þ
1: (5)
From Eq. (5), one can clearly see that the two parallel elements in the circuits (Figure 2) may
behave differently, which is determined by the permittivity sign of the nanospheres as shown
in Figure 1. For example, a non-metallic (or dielectric) sphere can be thought as a capacitor
(because of (ReðεÞ > 0), parallel with a resistor (ImðεÞ 6¼ 0), indicating a loss) (left-bottom,
Figure 2). In contrast, the impedance of the outside fringe is always capacitive, since its
permittivity is positive. Therefore, here the equivalent circuit elements are expressed in terms
of nanosphere parameters as,
Csph ¼ piRRe½ε, Gsph ¼ piωRIm½ε, Cfringe ¼ 2piRε0: (6)
Instead, if such a sphere is made of plasmonic materials (e.g. Ag, Au), it behaves as an
inductive element, since (ReðεÞ < 0), and similarly the equivalent inductor for such a sphere
becomes,
Figure 2. Optical nanocircuit models for (a) dielectric or (b) plasmonic nanoparticles. E0 denotes the incident electric field,
and thinner field lines together with the arrows represent the electric dipolar fringe field from nanospheres. (adapted from
Ref. [8], Figure 1).
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Lsph ¼ ðω
2
piRRe½εÞ1: (7)
Naturally, one can implement a more complicated circuit by a series and parallel operations
among different kinds of such lumped particles. If two nanoparticles share a common interface
and electric field is tangential to the common interface, a parallel operation between them
would be made effective (left-column, Figure 3).
In contrast, if the electric displacement vector locally is normal to that of common interface, the
displacement current Jd passing across one element through the common interface must flow
inside the second element under the confinement of the continuity condition, and a series
cascade of these two nanoelements is realized (right-column, Figure 3). This represents an
important difference with respect to those in the conventional circuit theory, and in the latter,
the lumped elements are completely isolated from the external world, and their interaction
with the circuit is determined by the facts that how they pass through their terminals and how
they are connected with the rest of the circuit. In contrast, in the former, i.e. the configuration
presented here, since the fringing and external fields (Figure 2) play dominant roles in the
interaction of nanoelements with their neighbouring particles and surrounding environment,
Figure 3. Two conjoined two-dimensional half-spheres with different signs of permittivity, illuminated by a uniform
electric field. Parallel (left) and series (right) configurations are, respectively, shown (adapted from Ref. [8], Figure 2).
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the originally same connection now may consists of both series and parallel interconnections
which sensitively depend on the orientation of the external applied field. This point may be
taken as an important and additional degree of freedom in optical nanocircuit design.
In the above, just nanosphere is taken as an example particle. In fact, except for this, the basic
‘alphabets’ of metatronics can also be gratings, cylinder pillars, rectangle bricks and other
antennas, and they have been widely applied to various wavelength regimes,for example in a
series of theoretical analyses and numerical simulations [4, 7, 10–12].
2.3. Metatronics-based applications
The recent experimental progresses [7, 13] have verified the validity and potentiality of the
above optical nanocircuit paradigm introduced in Section 2.2, and also demonstrated the
possibility of re-configuring the circuit responses just by changing the orientation and polari-
zation of illuminating field to induce a specific feature not available in conventional electric
circuits. No doubt that this metatronics concept provides us an effective and practical tool to
design optical nanodevices, such as designing and tuning of optical nanoantennas [14, 15] and
meta-surfaces [16].
One representative example is shown in Figure 4 where a polarization-selective optical filter
making use of a simple sub-wavelength grating is designed. Different incident illuminations
and different effective optical connections between the nanoelements of this ‘stereo-
nanocircuit’ are chosen to conveniently control the light transmittance, i.e. to make the circuit
functions either band-stop or band-pass. This scheme may be exploited for parallel processing
of multiple flows of information through a single nanostructure.
In detail, when electric field E is perpendicular to the nanorods (Figure 4a), the optical
displacement current Jd ‘flows’ transversely across the nanorods and air gaps (in other words,
Figure 4. Sub-wavelength grating with parallel plasmonic nanorods working as a two-dimensional optical nanocircuit
with a stereo-functionality. (a) The E field is perpendicular to the nanorods and nanoinductors (including nanoresistors)
and nanocapacitors form a series configuration (c). In contrast, if the E field is parallel to nanorods (b), a parallel
configuration (d) of lumped circuit elements is formed instead (adapted from [10], Figure 1).
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the displacement current is in the plane of the arrays but perpendicular to the nanorods).
Therefore, the final equivalent series impedance is written as,
Z⊥ðequivalentÞ ¼ Z⊥ðnanorodÞ þ Z⊥ðairgapÞ ,
Z⊥ðnanorodÞ ¼ iw=ωhε, Z⊥ðairgapÞ ¼ ig=ωhεair:
(8)
In contrast, when E is parallel to the nanorods (Figure 4b), the optical displacement current Jd
‘flows’along both the nanorods and air gaps. Therefore, each nanorod and its neighbouring air
gap collectively have equivalent parallel impedance,
ZkðequivalentÞ ¼ ZkðnanorodÞZkðairgapÞ=ðZkðnanorodÞ þ ZkðairgapÞÞ,
ZkðnanorodÞ ¼ i=ωwhε , ZkðairgapÞ ¼ i=ωghεair
(9)
These equivalent impedances (series or parallel,in Eqs. (8) and (9)) finally determine the
transmittance of the incident optical signal, and the latter is naturally derived as,
T⊥ ¼ jZ⊥ðequivalentÞ=ðZ⊥ðequivalentÞ þ ½η0ðwþ gÞ=2Þj
2,
Tk ¼ jZkðequivalentÞ=ðZkðequivalentÞ þ ½η0=ð2ðwþ gÞÞÞj
2:
(10)
To test this optical circuit approach, one can compare the results in Figure 5 calculated from
Eq. (10) with those experimentally measured (10) or exactly numerical results with the help of
Figure 5. Transmittance spectra for five different samples from A to E. Experimentally measured data for (a) perpendic-
ular or (b) parallel polarization of the incident wave impinging on the nanorod arrays. (c and d) Full-wave simulation
results and (e and f) calculation results from nanocircuit theory for polarization perpendicular (upper) or parallel (lower)
to nanorods (adapted from Ref. [10], Figure 2).
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a commercial software. As one expects, the grating with a ‘series’ configuration behaves as a
band-stop filter, however the same grating with a ‘parallel’ configuration as a band-pass filter
instead.
Another representative example is related to the radio-frequency (RF) antennas which have been
widely investigated and applied in wireless telecommunication system in the last century. The
functionality of RF antenna is information revolution. It is usually used with a radio transmitter
or radio receiver. In transmission, a radio transmitter supplies an electric current oscillating at
radio frequency (i.e. a high frequency alternating current (AC)) to the antenna’s terminals, and
the antenna radiates the energy from the current as electromagnetic waves (radio waves). In
analogy with their RF counterparts, optical antennas made of plasmonic nanoparticles are able
to efficiently coupled localized sources or guided waves at the nanoscale level to far-field
radiation, and in turn, to convert the impinging radiation from the far-field into sub-wavelength
localized or guided fields [17]. As the counterpart of RF antenna, an optical nanoantenna exhibits
novice and interesting characteristics because of their plasmonic nature.
In detail, as depicted in Figure 6a, a conventional linear RF antenna is loaded at its feeding gap
with lumped circuit elements and changing the antenna input impedance allowance to operate
at a given frequency or to achieve a good match for a specific feeding network. Analogously,
an optical nanocircuit opens the same possibility for an optical nanoantenna (Figure 6b), and
the complex optical input impedance can be interpreted as the parallel combination of the
dipole intrinsic impedance Zdip and the gap impedance Zgap [11, 15]. The former impedance is
assumed to be a fixed property of the nanoantenna geometry and surrounding environment,
and the latter can be engineered to a large extent by loading the gap with different materials.
Figure 6. Optical nanoantennas. RF dipole antenna (a) loaded with lumped circuit elements at its feeding gap, and
analogously, a plasmonic dipole nanoantenna (b) loaded with optical nanocircuits (adapted from Ref. [15), Figure 1).
The low inset shows the circuit model of antenna input impedance. (c) Tuning of nanoantenna resonance by ‘gap loading’
with different realistic materials (adapted from Ref. [15], Figure 3).
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Such as for a cylindrical gap with height of t, radius of a and excited by an incident electric field
parallel to its axis, the gap impedance is given by,
Zgap ¼
it
ωεε0pia
2
: (11)
Thus, by filling the gap with different materials (or their proper series or parallel combination),
the impedance of the gap can be tailored to a large degree. As a result, one can tune the
frequency response (Figure 6c) or radiation pattern easily.
Figure 7. Meta-transmit-array used for full control of nanoscale optical transmission. (a) Basic nanocircuit building block
(left) and resulting meta-screen (right) with transverse inhomogeneous profiles of surface impedance. (b) Full-wave simula-
tion of meta-transmit-array for light deflection with high efficiency and minimized reflection (adapted from Ref. [16]).
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In addition, except for the above sub-wavelength grating and non-antenna, meta-surface
represents another important type [18], the planar counterparts of meta-materials that provide
the unprecedented control of the amplitude, phase or polarization of light waves at the sub-
wavelength (nano) scale. For example, these two-dimensional surfaces can alter the wave-front
of incident light for a widespread application in beam shaping [19–24], polarizers [25, 26] and
flat lenses [27–29]. As proposed in [16], the fundamental building blocks are paired plasmonic
or dielectric nanorods collectively working as an inductor–capacitor nanocircuit (Figure 7a,
left), whose impedance depends directly on the filling ratio of plasmonic and dielectric mate-
rials. By suitably alternating these nanocircuit blocks on the transverse direction, one can
synthesize a meta-surface with the required inhomogeneous impedance profile. The configu-
ration composed of a stack of three meta-surfaces (Figure 7a, right), can fully control the
nanoscale optical transmission, while simultaneously minimizing the reflection (impedance-
matching to free-space), allowing, for example light deflection with an almost ideal efficiency
as shown in Figure 7b.
3. Equivalent nanocircuit theory for multi-layer meta-material design
In this Section, the ‘design stack’ is moved upward, from the ‘physical layer’ of optical lumped
elements (pure nanoparticles, nanogratings, nanoantennas, etc.) to more complex functional
devices, including: (1) infrared third-order Butterworth filters; (2) metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
ultra-broadband absorbers; (3) simplified broadband super-flat perfect infrared absorbers only
composed of single transparent conductive oxides (TCOs). Among these design procedures for
multi-layer nanostructures in our research group, the suitability of the equivalent nanocircuit
theory is confirmed once more which in turn enriches and expands the application of equiva-
lent nanocircuit theory.
3.1. Infrared broadband third-order Butterworth filters
Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) have been the subject of investigations by many
researchers for decades. An FSS is a periodic structure usually composed of an assembly of
identical elements arranged in one- or two-dimensional lattice. These structures are used in a
variety of important applications ranging from microwave systems and antennas to radar and
satellite communications. The simplest FSS device is a filter. By means of circuit elements (e.g.
resistors (R), inductors (L) and capacitors (C)) FSSs can be effectively and flexibly designed to
functionalize a low-pass, high-pass, band-pass or band-stop responses in the microwave or RF
domain [30, 31]. The great interests in FSS's application in higher frequency range to achieve
high-density and high-speed optical analogues [5, 10] have been pushed and the goals have
been synthesized as realistic nanostructures at optical frequency, thanks to the optical
nanocircuit theory which proves once more to be an essential design tool to construct optical
FSSs or filters.
Different from those basic ‘alphabets’ mentioned in the previous section (nanogratings,
nanoantennas, etc.), here, nanobricks are chosen as the building blocks. One reason is that they
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are widely used as the atoms of meta-material and plasmonic structure, and the second is that
the brick's planar profile makes us easily calculate the equivalent impedance.
As a demonstration, one layer of periodic nanosquare array based on indium-tin-oxide (ITO)
used for an infrared FSS filer is presented (Figure 8). The reason why ITOmaterial is chosen for
making up of FSS filter cells is just that, it possesses low electrical resistance and high trans-
mittance in the visible range and widely used as an electrode for displays [33]. Especially, in
the infrared spectral range, ITO material can demonstrate a metallic performance and this
makes it to become a counterpart of noble metal. In addition, in the practical calculations, the
permittivity ITO is usually modelled by the Drude dispersion relation.
When such a nanosquare array is illuminated vertically (along z-direction) by an optical signal
from the bottom side with electric field E polarized parallel to the x-direction, the optical
displacement current Jd ‘flows’ along both the unit cells and air gaps [7, 32], the nanosquare
array first acts as a ‘parallel’ combination of lumped elements R, L and C1, and then in series
with a capacitance C2, as shown in Figure 8b. Following the general capacitor impedance
formula Zc ¼ i=ðωCÞ with the capacitance C ¼ εa=b, and a, b being the element's two-dimen-
sions, the effective lumped impedance of the unit nanosquare cells can be written as,
Figure 8. Schematic diagrams of (a) periodic nanosquare array (as for its unit cell, the width and height, as well as the gap
distance between two adjacent unit cells are denoted as w, h and g), (b) equivalent lumped circuit elements and (c) whole
equivalent circuit used for designing single-layer FSS filter (adapted from Ref. [32], Figure 1).
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ZITO ¼ ZRkZL ¼ iw=ωhwεITO,
ZC1 ¼ iw=ωhgεair, ZC2 ¼ ig=ωhðwþ gÞεair
(12)
Thus, the input impedance of a single layer is given by,
Z ¼ ZITOkZC1 þ ZC2 : (13)
Subsequently, the equivalent circuit model of this whole FSS system (Figure 8c), where
η ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ=ε
p
is the intrinsic impedance of surrounding medium. Within the equivalent circuit
impedance theory [34], the reflectance and transmittance of the incident optical signal are
naturally obtained as,
S11 ¼ ðZkη ηÞ=ðZkηþ ηÞ, S21 ¼ S11 þ 1,
R ¼ jS11j
2, T ¼ jS21j
2 ¼ j2Z=ð2Zþ ηÞj2:
(14)
Obviously, in order to achieve different optical responses, the impedances of nanocircuit
elements can be changed, by tuning the structural size (w, h or g), the constituent material
property (εITO), or the illumination light wavelength (λ ¼ 2πc=ω) and then the property of
such a band-stop filter could be flexibly controlled. As a demonstration, samples from A to D
with different widths of 100, 200, and 300 nm, but with fixed gap of 100 nm and height of 150
nm for simplicity are chosen.
The transmittances of the FSS filters composed of samples from A to D, shown in Figure 9a, are
obtained through Eq. (14). In addition, one can employ a full-wave FDTD simulation to check
the validity of such an equivalent nanocircuit theoretical model, and the corresponding trans-
mittance spectra are shown in Figure 9b for comparison. The comparison result indicates that
they are consistent well with each other.
As investigated in Figure 9c, the band-stop behaviour of the FSS filters is dependent on their
geometric size. With the increment of w/g, the band-stop centre has a red-shift which can be
well interpreted by the optical circuit theory [15]: the larger the width of the nanosquare unit
cell, the bigger the inductor L induced between the two adjacent air gaps, hence leading to a
higher resonant wavelength. In contrast, with the increment of w/g, the band-stop depth
decreases and this behaviour is a result of the fact that the larger the width of nanosquare unit
cell the stronger the guidance of light. From the electric field distribution for one representative
sample at the resonance frequency, one can see that the unit cell structure works as an antenna
and the incident light is localized at the regions between two adjacent metal unit cells,
resulting in significant resonant enhancement of localized field and a guidance of most light
through the air gap [35, 36].
As for a more practical and wide application, a flatter and broader band-stop filtering response
curve with a fast roll-off would be much advantageous [37]. To gain this aim, as the general
FSS-based filter design scheme does [38, 39], a third-order Butterworth band-stop filter is
realized by cascading triple-layer of nanosquare unit cells with a specific separation distance
D between the consecutive layers (Figure 10a). The corresponding equivalent circuit is
modelled in Figure 10b. Then, the whole structure is separated into four regions along the
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propagation direction (Figure 10c). Finally, along the similar procedure, the transmittance T
after the third layer can be obtained step by step.
(1) As for the first layer, the theoretical S-parameters are
S11 ¼
Z1kη η
Z1kηþ η
, S21 ¼ S11 þ 1, S22 ¼ S11, S12 ¼ S21: (15)
Here, the impedance of the surrounding medium above or between the neighbouring layers is
η and that of each layer is Zi (i = 1, 2, 3). As for the second or third layer, the S-parameters (S33,
S43,…) can be get by just replacing Z1 in Eq. (15) with Z2 or Z3.
(2) The reflected power PiR and transmitted power PiF from each layer are evaluated as follows,
P1R ¼ jS11j
2P1F þ jS12j
2P2R, P2F ¼ jS21j
2P1F þ jS22j
2P2R,
P2R ¼ jS33j
2P2F þ jS34j
2P3R, P3F ¼ jS43j
2P2F þ jS44j
2P3R,
P3R ¼ jS55j
2P3F, P4F ¼ jS65j
2P3F:
(16)
For simplicity, the absorption loss caused by the surrounding medium is assumed negligible.
Figure 9. (a) Theoretical and (b) numerical transmittance spectra based on equivalent circuit theory and FDTD simulation
for samples from A to D, respectively. (c) The resonance wavelength and transmittance dip as a function of w/g. (d) The
representative electric field distribution for sample B at resonance wavelength (adapted from Ref. [32], Figure 2).
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(3) The total transmittance after the third layer is then written as
T ¼ P4F=P1F ¼ jS21j
2jS43j2jS65j2
1 jS11j2jS33j2  jS33j2jS55j2 þ jS11j2jS33j4jS55j2  jS11j2jS43j2jS55j2
: (17)
As for any specific third-order Butterworth filter with desired central band-stop frequency and
band-stop width, one can easily get the suitable choice of geometrical parameters for design.
For example, if the band-stop edge frequencies are ω1 and ω2, the central frequency can be
defined as ω0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiω1ω2p and band-stop width as ωb ¼ ðω2  ω1Þ=ω0. The reactance slope
parameters of this circuit model in terms of low-pass prototype parameters G0, G1, …, Gnþ1
and cut-off frequency ωc are given as [34]
Zi
Z0
¼ G0
ωcGiωb
if n ¼ even; Zi
Z0
¼ 1
ωcG0Giωb
, if n ¼ odd: (18)
Here, Gi is the normalized prototype element values and n is the order of the Butterworth filter,
that is the number of resonators. As for a third-order (n = odd) band-stop filter (G1 = 1, G2 = 2,
G3 = 1) with the height of nanosquare cells at each layer h1 ¼ 1=2h2 ¼ h3 fixed, the impedance
of each layer (Figure 10b) can be obtained as Z1 ¼ 2Z2 ¼ Z3 ¼ η=ðωcωbÞ.
As for this triple-layer third-order filter, if adopting parameters listed in Table 1, the theoretical
and numerical transmittance spectra can be directly obtained (Figure 11a) based on Eq. (17)
from an equivalent circuit theory and FDTD simulation, respectively. The comparison between
Figure 10. Schematic diagrams of (a) triple-layer FSS filter, (b) equivalent circuit and (c) S-parameters (adapted from Ref.
[32], Figure 3).
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single-layer and triple layer filters indicates that, for a triple-layer filter, its band-stop width
and depth both become larger, and moreover, its band-stop bottom is much flatter. In addition,
the transmittance is nearly zero, indicated by the electric field distribution in Figure 11b.
It is necessary to point out that the corresponding FDTD calculation results show a good
agreement with for single-layer case, but more obvious deviation from the equivalent circuit
theoretical calculation. The reason for deviation arises from the simple assumption that the
triple-layer of nanosquare array is independent of each other. If the layer-layer coupling is
considered the deviation maybe reduced. However, anyway, the proposed synthesis proce-
dure is confirmed helpful to design a Butterworth band-stop filter.
3.2. Infrared broadband multi-layer MIM absorbers
Meta-material absorbers are used broadly in thermal detectors [40], imaging [41], security
detection [42] and stealth devices [43]. In 2008, Landy et al. first proposed a thin perfect meta-
material absorber simultaneously exciting electric and magnetic resonances (MRs) to realize
the impedance match with the surrounding medium and thus eliminating any reflection and
perfectly absorbing the incident waves at microwave bands [44]. Since then, applications to
various wavelength regimes have been demonstrated widely by numerical simulations and
experiments [45, 46]. However, the application of these perfect absorbers is limited for their
narrowband and simple resonant behaviours.
i Gi Zi w/g (nm) hi (nm)
1 1 Z 120/60 150
2 2 Z/2 120/60 300
3 1 Z 120/60 150
Table 1. Element values for low-pass prototype circuit and geometrical parameters of third-order band-stop FSS filter.
Figure 11. (a) Theoretical and numerical transmittance spectra for single-layer (first-order) or triple-layer (third-order)
filter. (b) One representative electrical field distribution for a third-order filter at a wavelength of 2000 nm (adapted from
Ref. [32], Figure 4).
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The most widely used scheme [47–49] instead is to slow down the incident wave or totally
absorb them by a gradually changed pyramid-shaped metal-insulator-metal (MIM) topology
(Figure 12a). In fact, an absorber can also be thought as a filter, by operating the frequency
response of the absorptance with A = 1 – T – R. Furthermore, each layer of the multi-layer MIM
absorber projecting to the bottom plane is a nanosquare structure (Figure 12b), same as basic
building blocks for third-order Butterworth filter (Section 3.1). Thus, naturally, the equivalent
nanocircuit procedure can be directly transplanted to the design of MIM multi-layer absorber.
The first step is to evaluate the impedance Z (Figure 12c) of each layer, following the same
procedure in Section 3.1 which can be obtained as,
ZITO ¼ ZRkZL ¼ iw=ωhwεITO , ZC1 ¼ iw=ωhgεair,
ZC2 ¼ ig=ωhðwþ gÞεair, Z ¼ ZITOkZC1 þ ZC2 :
(19)
The second step is to cascade the impedance of each layer into a whole circuit, for example that
of a triple-layer structure. Each layer is separated by one quarter of central wavelength of the
incident light (Figure 12a). The corresponding equivalent circuit can bemodelled as in Figure 12b,
where η ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ=ε
p
is the intrinsic impedance of SiO2 dielectric layers, and Zi (i = 1, 2, 3) is the
impedance of each NS layer. Within transmission line theory [34], Z(3) is the effective impedance
Figure 12. Schematic diagrams of (a) MIM absorber, (b) equivalent lumped circuit elements and (c) whole equivalent
circuit. Here, only single nanosquare patch layer is considered (adapted from Ref. [50], Figure 1).
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at the top interface of the third NS layer, given by Zð3Þ ¼ Z3kη: Similarly, for the interface at the
second or first layer, the effective impedances can be written as,
Zð2Þ ¼ Z2kðη
2=Zð3ÞÞ , Zð1Þ ¼ Z1kðη
2=Zð2ÞÞ (20)
Then, the reflectance of this pyramid triple layer structure is given by,
R ¼
Zð1Þ  η0
Zð1Þ þ η0










2
: (21)
Beyond the reflectance, one needs to calculate the transmittance through the bottom substrate.
As shown in Figure 13a, based on the three different NS layers, the whole structure is sepa-
rated into four independent regions from left to right. Then, the S-parameters (S11, S21,…) for
each layer are obtained as follows,
Figure 13. Schematic diagrams of (a) S-parameters used for theoretical calculation and (b) equivalent nanocircuit model
for the truncated pyramid triple-layer absorber (adapted from Ref. [50], Figure 3).
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S11 ¼ S22 ¼
Z1kη η0
Z1kηþ η0
, S21 ¼ S12 ¼ S11 þ 1,
S33 ¼ S44 ¼
Z2kη η
Z2kηþ η
, S43 ¼ S34 ¼ S33 þ 1,
S55 ¼ S66 ¼
Z3kη η
Z3kηþ η
, S65 ¼ S56 ¼ S55 þ 1 :
(22)
For the convenience of calculation, the dielectric loss for light through SiO2 material is
neglected as long as the gap distance between two adjacent layers is large enough. Under this
simplification, the reflected power PiR and transmitted power PiF from each NS layer are
evaluated as follows,
P1R ¼ jS11j
2
P1F þ jS12j
2
P2R, P2F ¼ jS21j
2
P1F þ jS22j
2
P2R,
P2R ¼ jS33j
2
P2F þ jS34j
2
P3R, P3F ¼ jS43j
2
P2F þ jS44j
2
P3R,
P3R ¼ jS55j
2
P3F, P4F ¼ jS65j
2
P3F:
(23)
Solving Eqs. (22) and (23) simultaneously, the total transmittance T is finally expressed as,
T ¼ P4F=P1F ¼
jS21j
2jS43j
2jS65j
2
1 jS11j
2jS33j
2  jS33j
2jS55j
2 þ jS11j
2jS33j
4jS55j
2  jS11j
2jS43j
2jS55j
2
: (24)
Naturally, the absorptance A can be evaluated as,
A ¼ 1 R T: (25)
The absorption (A), reflection (R) and transmission (T) spectra calculated by above equations
and corresponding FDTD simulations, shown in Figure 14a, show a good agreement between
Figure 14. (a) Comparison between theoretical results from equivalent nanocircuit theory and numerical calculations
from FDTD simulation. (b) Electric field distribution at a wavelength of 2500 nm. Each nanosquare S patch has a varying
width w of 300, 250 and 200 nm from bottom to top (adapted from Ref. [50], Figure 4).
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the two existing methods which further prove the feasibility of our equivalent circuit theory.
The replacement of single-layer absorber by a triple-layer makes the absorptance bandwidth to
become obviously wider and also the efficiency is significantly enhanced. The enhanced
electric field (Figure 14b) concentrates at both the lateral edges of NS and air gaps between
two adjacent unit cells that couples efficiently to the incident light and dissipate the energy
within the metals via Ohmic loss [51]. After the third layer, nearly no light can be transmitted
from the absorber.
3.3. Simplified broadband super-flat perfect absorber
In Section 3.2, a triple-layer MIM absorber design has been successfully demonstrated based
on the equivalent nanocircuit theory. The proposed synthesis circuit procedure is confirmed to
be feasible enough to provide us a way to predict the responses of such absorbers. It need to be
emphasized that, it is in principle possible to get a perfect absorber with a 100% absorption
efficiency just by adding more NS layers beyond three layers. However, with the increase of
NS layer number, the equation number contained in Eqs. (22) and (23) will be added. Corre-
spondingly, solving the multi-variable linear equations becomes more and more complicated
and also time consuming which would be a big problem.
Thus, in this section, an improved equivalent nanocircuit matrix algorithm emerges as the
times requires [52] which can predict the complex frequency response of multi-layer (with
arbitrary layer numbers) nanostructures easily, without solving the multi-variable linear equa-
tions. One can believe that it may provide inspiring advancements in future meta-material
designs.
The construction of this equivalent nanocircuit matrix algorithm derives from the design of a
simplified broadband super-flat perfect absorber made of single transparent conductive oxides
(TCOs) material [52]. In such an absorber design [53], in order to pursue a broadband flat
response, until now, no matter how many layers, the multi-layer MIM absorber or planar
multiplexed pattern absorber still cannot achieve broadband flat perfect absorption as one
expects. Furthermore, there has another challenge for these kinds of broadband absorber
design which is related to the fabrication process. It is hard to scale down to higher frequency
mainly because of the fabrication difficulty, including lithography and alignment between
neighbouring layers or resonators. Within this context, one should explore new paradigms for
broadband absorber design.
Fortunately, we note that the transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), such as Al:ZnO (AZO),
Ga:ZnO (GZO) and indium-tin-oxide (ITO), can play a fascinating role in the designing of
broadband perfect absorber for its unique transmission or conductive property in near-infra-
red (NIR) region [33, 53]. As shown in Figure 15a, periodic arrays of truncated pyramid
structure made of TCOs could work as a broadband absorber in NIR frequency, furthermore
such absorbers at broadband wavelengths have continuous flat responses with near-unit light
absorption. Comparing with the traditional multi-layer metal-insulator-metal (MIM) absorber,
TCOs absorbers using only one single material can greatly reduce the fabrication difficulty, one
do not need to consider the perfect alignment to match the relative position of each pattern in
different layers.
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The designed absorber unit consists of two TCOs elements (Figure 15): a truncated pyramid
shaped resonator and a ground plane. The material used for the two elements can be only
TCOs, i.e. materials for resonator and substrate are ITO. To establish the equivalent nanocircuit
model for this absorber, one can hypothetically cut the whole pattern into n pieces along k(z)-
direction (Figure 15b).
The first step is to extract the equivalent reactance of a single piece (same as those in Sections
3.1 and 3.2). The local impedances of ITO patch (ZITO), air gaps (Zc1, Zc2) and total effective
impedance (Zeff) can be calculated as,
ZITO ¼ ZRkZL ¼ i=ωhεITO,
ZC1 ¼ iw=ωhgεair, ZC2 ¼ ig=ωhðwþ gÞεair,
Zeff ¼ ZITOkZC1 þ ZC2 , Y ¼ 1=Zeff:
(26)
When taking the single piece into the transmission line (TL) model, it can be modelled as a
shunt admittance Y (=1/Zeff), and sandwiched between two semi-infinite transmission lines
with characteristic impedance Z0 (Figure 16a).
Figure 15. Schematic diagrams of (a) the super-flat absorber with atop span of ta = 0.1 μm, bottom span of tb = 1 μm, and
ground plane thickness of t = 0.2 μm. (b) Side view of unit cell with H = 1.6 μm and (c) corresponding equivalent lumped
circuit elements (adapted from Ref. [52], Figure 1).
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The second step is to connect each impedance into a complete TL circuit model. Series config-
uration of Zi alongside with parallel configurations Yi in layered stacked two-port networks, as
shown in Figure 16b. The added series configuration Zi is used to describe the conductive
property between the adjacent pieces. For a thin uniform piece (Pi) of thickness l, the imped-
ance Zi can be approximately evaluated as Zi ¼ 2ðiωlpμ0=wiÞ [54]. Note that in both scenarios,
the realistic circuit value varies with the width of each Pi. The ABCD-matrix [55] for Pi of a
lumped parallel electronic element combination with a series electronic element is
Ai Bi
Ci Di
 
¼
1 0
Yi 1
 
1 Zi
0 1
 
: (27)
For the whole structure with n pieces, it can be thought as an n-order filter along the transmis-
sion line, so the ABCD-matrix is expressed as,
A B
C D
 
¼
A1 B1
C1 D1
 
⋯
An Bn
Cn Dn
 
, (28)
and the S matrix can be calculated as,
S11 S12
S21 S22
 
¼
AZ0 þ B ðCZ0 þDÞZ0
AZ0 þ Bþ ðCZ0 þDÞZ0
2Z0
AZ0 þ Bþ ðCZ0 þDÞZ0
2Z0
AZ0 þ Bþ ðCZ0 þDÞZ0
AZ0 þ B ðCZ0 DÞZ0
AZ0 þ Bþ ðCZ0 þDÞZ0
2
6664
3
7775: (29)
Obviously, the transmission, reflection and absorption can be obtained from the S matrix as,
TðωÞ ¼ jS21ðωÞj
2 , RðωÞ ¼ jS11ðωÞj
2,
AðωÞ ¼ 1 TðωÞ  RðωÞ
(30)
In optical metatronic circuit, in order to have a parallel element between the two ports, ideally
one needs to have a constant electric field across the nanoelement. Thus, each piece should be a
thin slab with sub-wavelength thickness in the z-direction. Considering the present design, for
a truncated pyramid structure with height H = 1.6 μm sketched in Figure 15, one can choose
Figure 16. Transmission-line models of the truncated pyramid structure with (a) only a single piece and (b) a stack of n
pieces (adapted from Ref. [52], Figure 2).
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the thickness as 100 nm (cut number n =16) to get accurate results, smaller than wavelength
(1–3 μm). By solving the transmission model in Figure 16b, the theoretical result is within a
wavelength range of 1–3 μm (Figure 17a). It indicates that the absorption bandwidth becomes
obviously wider and the efficiency is almost larger than 90%. The corresponding FDTD result
(Figure 17a) indicates the feasibility of such a rigorous solution of TL model to describe the
mechanism of this absorber. A good agreement between simulated and theoretical absorption
at the wavelength larger than 1.5 μm, and only a slight deviation at the top absorption
efficiency is observed. Furthermore, the simulation result shows that it has a flat response with
absorption near unit between 1.4 and 2.6 μm.
Note that there is a slight deviation at the top absorption efficiency between simulation and
theoretical prediction; we attribute this to the fact that there have deviations from extracted
equivalent parameters. We employ the same full-wave FDTD simulations, only change is the
structure from truncated pyramid to full pyramid, the truncated cone and the full cone,
respectively. The four absorption spectra are compared in Figure 17b. We can see that the
absorption bandwidth changes slightly indicating that the geometry dependence of the
absorption is relatively weak. The bandwidth decreasing from pyramid to cone shape is due
to the decrease of corresponding response area, when square changes to circle with the same
width (diameter). It should be pointed out here that each geometric parameters used in
Figure 15 are not optimal. If we take the height, top width and bottom width altogether into
account, much broader bandwidth could be expected.
Above all, under the guidance of nanocircuit theory, one can realize a broadband super-flat
perfect infrared absorber in a single TCO material for its nice transmission and conductive
properties. This simplified configuration without multi-layered design might releases the
fabrication and design difficulties and exhibits great potentials in the applications of infrared
Figure 17. (a) Comparison between theoretical result from equivalent nanocircuit theory and numerical calculation from
FDTD simulation. (b) Absorption curves under four different geometric structures. Truncated pyramid (ta = 0.1 μm, tb = 1
μm); pyramid (ta = 0 μm, tb = 1 μm); truncated cone (top diameter dt = 0.1 μm, bottom diameter db = 1 μm); cone (top
diameter dt = 0 μm, bottom diameter db = 1 μm), H = 1.6 μm and t = 0.2 μm for the four structures (adapted from Ref. [52],
Figures 4 and 5).
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stealth system. Furthermore, this proposed equivalent circuit matrix algorithm is confirmed to
be feasible enough to predict the complex frequency response of multi-layer nanostructures,
and it can relieve the calculation from solving the multi-variable linear equations that can be
easily extended to analyse other nanooptical devices.
4. Conclusions
In summary, thanks to the concept of metatronics, which gives us the possibility to transplant
traditional circuit operations into a high-frequency nanodevice design. The equivalent
nanocircuit (EN) theory is successfully confirmed to be feasible via the comparison with the
numerical results from the rigorous FDTD calculation. With the toolbox of EN theory, an
equivalent circuit matrix method can be used to conveniently predict the complicated fre-
quency response of a complicated meta-material structure. Although here, only three applica-
tion examples were demonstrated, it can be naturally and easily extended to analyse other
nanooptical devices. Anyway, the interests in combining optical guiding devices with classical
circuits is always high because the EN theory provides inspiring advances for designing more
complex circuit systems and other related applied fields, although the deviation between
results from EN theory and rigorous FDTD simulation indicates that the NE theory is still on
the way of further perfection.
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